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This  little  picture  book  covers  the  rivers'  from  Broxbourne  to  Hertford  and  Bishop's
Stortford.  It's  a  beautiful  part  of  the  English  countryside,  mainly  away  from  all  habitation,
especially the River Stort. It's on these two rivers that I spent many a year with my boat. I took most
of the photos, except the old views which are from my collection, and some I found on the web, a
couple were provided by Allan Marshall. Unfortunately, I can't remember the location of every one.

I originally bought the boat to use as a sea fishing boat. I secured a mooring at Southend,
west of the pier, and a few hundred yards off shore. This was a nice site, but did have its problems,
one of which were the tides. The tide goes out nearly two miles, leaving soft,  sticky mud, and
comes in and goes out very quick. This meant that I had to walk out in waders and wait for the tide
to come in, or wait for enough water to row out in an inflatable dinghy, then go out fishing. The
same thing applied to coming back in, and I had to get the tide times right or I could be stuck out on
an out-going tide.

I managed this for about three years, but it was far from ideal. Working shifts and trying to
fit that in with the tides was proving to be difficult. Consequently, the boat got very little use. I did
manage to get down to check it at least once or twice a fortnight, even if I didn't have time to take it
out. I would get out to it, give it a clean and start the engine, enjoy a little time out in the solitude,
then have to come ashore again.

I wanted to get more use out of the boat, after all, it had cost me well over £1000,  in 1978.
So, I started looking around for somewhere to use it on the inland waterways. I decided the best
place would be on the River Lee (Lea), as it was near where I lived. I bought a license from the
Inland Waterways Authority, so had the necessary paperwork to bring the boat onto it, however, this
proved to be easier said than done, every marina I enquired at was full, and had a waiting list.

As it happened, the Lee was where it was first launched. Together with Allan Marshall and
Jimmy Hughes, we launched the boat at Stamford Hill, and motored down to the tidal locks at Bow.
We slept overnight there, waiting for the tide, then set off down the Thames at a very early hour,
heading for Southend. We tied up at Erith, and had breakfast there, then moved off again. However,
a big storm blew in and we had to stop near Tilbury. I managed to get permission to leave the boat
on a disused buoy at a yachting club, and we returned home by train. A few days later, Jimmy and I
got the boat to its mooring at Southend. 

I had organised, from where I bought the boat, (Barnet), to have the boat picked up from



Southend,  and  taken  to  Rye  House,  where  there  was  a  slipway.  I  wanted  to  be  out  in  the
countryside, not in or near London, and not being very familiar with the Lee north of Ponders End,
Rye House was the only place I knew with a slipway. Although I had nowhere to moor the boat
permanently, I did have the license, which meant that I could moor the boat somewhere along the
Lee. I had also given notice to Southend office that I was going to move the boat. A friend, Mike
Petch, took me down to Southend, and we met up with the guy moving the boat. We got it out
without any problem, and the journey to Rye House was straight forward. With the boat back in the
water,  all I had to do now was find somewhere to moor it.  With nowhere to put the boat in a
permanent place, I moved it up river to Ware, and tied it up on the opposite bank, for security, and I
had friends in Ware that could keep an eye on it for me. I think it was when I was on a visit to my
uncle Fred that I found a permanent place.

 Uncle Fred, and aunt Daise, lived in a cottage by the church in St. Margaret's, (near Ware),
in  Hertfordshire.  A lovely  village,  based  on one  main  street  through the  centre,  with  outlying
houses. It had a railway station, and a marina, and it was there that I got a place to put the boat. At
first, all I had was what they called 'hard-standing'. This meant I had to keep the boat, (Andromeda),
on a launching trolley. It was not a real problem, as the trolley was balanced, so quite easy to move
the boat around, and my place was only about 50 yards from the slipway. It also meant that I could
service the boat out of the water, and change some of the design. It wasn't too long before I was
offered a nice little place to moor the boat. I was given a place off the main river, on a section of the
original river, the main one being the Lee Navigation. I liked this place better than being on the
main river. My neighbours were very friendly, and helpful, and opposite were green fields instead of
a tow path.

The first few months were spent altering the boat's cabin, as well as pottering around locally
on the river. It was originally an open cabin, but I decided to close it in by boarding it up. I put
ventilation caps in the roof, and fitted a low angled propeller to the engine, this allowed me to give
the engine more revs. With a speed limit of around 4 knots, the engine wasn't performing at its best
at low speeds. Being a two-stroke, it would start to oil-up at low revs, so this prop allowed the
engine to perform better. I also designed covers that fitted over the open area so that, at night, these
could be put up like a tent, and I fitted a windscreen. This was all done while on hard-standing, once
I had my mooring, I could get out and explore. It took just a few minutes to get under way from the
mooring.

Heading south, out from the mooring, onto the Lee Navigation, there is a long stretch of
river  without  any  locks,  the
surrounding area is green fields all
around.  The  first  lock  south  is
Feilde's  Weir  Lock.  The  River
Stort feeds into the Lee here, just
before the lock.

The  map  on  the  previous  page
shows  the  area  that  covers  this
little booklet,  the one here shows
the  area  around  St.  Margaret's.
Where the two rivers join can be
seen at the very bottom of the map.
I  spent  most  of  the  time  in  this
area,  between  the  mooring  and
Hunsdon Mill Lock, on the Stort. I
sometimes  went  north,  towards
Ware, but preferred the Stort as it
wound  its  way  through  open
countryside. On other occasions, I
would  go  through  Feilde's  Weir



Lock down to Dobb's Weir as there is a riverside pub there,  or on occasion, carry on down to
Broxbourne. Broxbourne can be quite busy at weekends as it's a popular place to go. There are hire
boats there which can cause chaos as not many people in a row boat understand the ways of using
the river. It was very popular many years ago too, as I have quite a lot of images in my collection
showing events going on in the 1920s and 30s. Some shown below.

I  didn't  always  go  out  on  the  boat  when  at  the  marina,
sometimes it was just nice to sit and enjoy the countryside, or chat
with the neighbours. I got to know the people on the boat above me
very well, George, his wife, and two daughters. (My boat is tied up
alongside in the photo). I was often invited in for a cup of tea and
something to eat. They were regular visitors to their boat, but in all
the years I was there, I only remember them going out on it once, and
once when I had to go and tow them back to the mooring! George
didn't start his engine up very often, and on this occasion, the engine
failed. 



This  photo,  (left)
shows  where  my
mooring  was.  I'm
heading  out  of  the
waterway, towards the
main river.  The photo
on the right shows an
old  barge.  It  was
almost  opposite  my
mooring.  The  photo,
in  black  and  white,

shows  a  view  looking
back  upstream  after
joining  the  main  river
from my mooring. The
main river being on the left of the picture, looking
towards  Stanstead  Lock,  by  St.  Margaret's  station.
All the marina and boats can be seen, showing it to
be a popular marina.

Moving on down stream, the first place to pass
was  Rye  House.  This  was  where  the  boat  was
launched  onto  the  Lee,  and  where  I  sometimes
stopped at the pub.  The photo below left shows the

boatyard,  while  the  other  one  shows  the  road
bridge over the river, and the pub.

There was not a lot at Rye House, a few shops,
and houses. The village ended over the bridge, the
boatyard and pub were the last buildings before

open countryside. Below is all that remains of the
buildings, they date from 1443.

Further  down
from Rye House
is  Feilde's  Weir
and  lock.  Just
before  the  lock,  the
River  Stort  joins  the
Lee. This area has one
of  the  deepest,  and
widest places of water.
I  had an echo sounder
on the boat, and found
the  the  depth  to  be
around  25  feet.  As  I
said earlier, I spent most
of my time on the Stort, but for now, I'll carry on down the Lee
to Broxbourne.

Looking back at Feilde's Weir



Going through Feilde's Weir Lock, I now had another long stretch of river without a lock.
This was very lovely countryside, the tow path was on the west side, while the other was banked by
weeping willows. Some of these trees were very large, and over hung the river.  I used to take
advantage of this in the summer by mooring up underneath one for a picnic. The dappled shade was

nice, and the willow allowed me to look out
onto the river, but gave me privacy at the same
time.

Moving  on  downstream,  the  next  stop  was
Dobbs  Weir.  This  was  another  popular  place  for
people  to  visit,  and  could  get  busy  at  summer
weekends. The Fish and Eels pub was situated right on the bankside, so I could tie up on the grass
beside it, and walk a few steps for a pint. There is a long footbridge that crosses over the weir, a
continuation of the tow path, and beyond, an area that many used for swimming. The river turned at
right angles past the bridge, but there is a large area for narrow boats to turn into the lock, under the
road bridge. On the far side of this area was a small 'beach', and it was from here people used to
swim. Following the river under the bridge leads into Dobbs Weir Lock. A pretty little lock, not a
very deep one, so not long to pass through. The photo, above left, is a view looking back towards
Dobbs Weir from just above the lock. The small road bridge can be seen, and the weir footbridge
itself beyond. To the right of the bridge can be seen the pub sign for the Fish and Eels. The black
and white photo is one of the long footbridge, which prevents any vessels going over the weir, as
well as continuing the tow path, taken from the road bridge. As you can see, it's a pretty place, and
always popular in good weather. The picture below right, I took of a steam powered launch in the
lock with me. 

The last lock before arriving at Broxbourne is Carthagena Lock, above left. I probably have
a photo of this one, but didn't recognise it, so have used one available from the web. From here
onwards is a long stretch of the river without any locks. However, I only came down to Broxbourne
on occasions  during the summer,  usually  with a  friend or relation,  showing them the river.  At
weekends  it  became  very  busy  with  people  in  hired  row  boats.  They  would  venture  up  to
Carthagena Lock, and downstream to Aqueduct Lock because of the long open water without locks.
It was a nice area to visit, but I used to get fed up with dodging the row boats, so only came this far



a  few  times.  Usually,  the
furthest  I went downstream
was to Dobbs Weir.

Before  I  had  a  permanent
mooring  at  St.  Margaret's
Marina,  I  travelled  up  and
down the  river  from Ware.
Moving  towards  Hertford

from Ware, there were some nice places to stop. One, just on the
edge of Ware, had a nice little park, surrounded by willows, with open countryside further on, but
within easy reach of shops, and a nice country pub. The photo, above left, shows a view looking
upstream from Ware. Right, a photo of one of a few remaining
summer  houses  built  to  overlook the  river.  The  photo,  above
right, is one of the large weir built at Ware, I was approaching
the lock when I took this photo.

Beyond Ware Lock is just one more lock, Hertford Lock,
it's  then a clear run into Hertford,  where the navigation ends.
Along the way, there is one point of interest, the take off for the
New River. The New River was built to supply water to London,
and can still be followed for almost all of its route. The photo,
below left,  is  of  Hertford  Lock,  this  photo is  courtesy of  my
friend, Allan Marshall. The photo below right, also supplied by Allan, is of the original notice put
up where the water from the Lee was taken off. 

The photo, on the right, shows the building where the water is taken off, while the colour photo,
left, is a view of the New River, this one taken at St. Margaret's. Finally, the photo in the centre
shows the end of navigation at Hertford.



And now to the River Stort, this was my favourite place to cruise along. Although I had
travelled  all  the  way to  Hertford,  and Bishop's  Stortford,  sleeping  overnight  in  the  cabin,  and
cooking meals in the stern, the place I went most is the stretch of the Stort from Feilde's Weir to
Hunsdon Mill Lock, and more often than not only as far as Roydon village.

So, arriving at Feilde's Weir, it was a ninety degree turn into the Stort, a much narrower river
than the Lee, but so much prettier. As I spent most of my time in this area, I'll start from Bishop's
Stortford, and travel downstream, to the first lock, Lower Lock.

From Bishop's  Stortford,  the first  lock is  South
Mill Lock, pictured here above right. Next lock is
Twyford Lock, above. After that comes Spellbrook
Lock.  From here to  Harlow is  open countryside,
making the journey, for me, much more pleasant.
The next one is Tednambury Lock. Although I will
have  a  photo  I  didn’t  recognise  it,  even  after
looking for a photo of it on the web. However, it's
described as being in the middle of a field,  so I
think the photo on the right is that of Tednambury.

Sawbridgeworth  is  the  next  village  and
lock. There are houses built right by the side of this
lock, as can be seen from the photo below.

The  photo  on  the  right,  I  believe,  is  Sheering  Mill  Lock,  the  next  one  down  from
Sawbridgeworth. From here, the outskirts of Harlow start to appear, but at least the Stort is hidden
away from most of it. It's only at Harlow Lock itself that the town can be seen. However, what it
looks like in 2016 may be very different from what it was like in the very early 1980s.



Before Harlow is one more lock, Feakes
Lock, pictured here, on the right. This photo is
looking back upstream. On now to Harlow, and

as can be seen from the photo, left, Harlow can be
seen not far away. Latton Lock is the next lock in
line,  pictured  here,  below left.  This  photo  is  one
from the web as I could not recognise it from any of
my photos, as is the one below, which is of Burnt
Mill Lock.

Parndon  Mill  Lock  is  pictured  below
right.  This  is  an  art  centre  now,  with  other
facilities, as well as a small marina. The stretch
of  water  beyond  this  lock  is  the  last  before
reaching  Hunsdon  Mill  Lock.  I  didn't  go
through Hunsdon, but journeyed up to it from
the other side. 

So,  that's  the  voyage  down  from
Bishop's Stortford, nice in parts, but there were
many mills  on it,  consequently quite a bit  of
habitation.  Preferring the open countryside of
fields and meadows, my trips usually only went
as far as Hunsdon. 

Between  Roydon  Lock  and  Husdon
Mill  Lock was a large meadow which was a
wonderful sight during the summer months as
it was one of those rare wild flower meadows.
Around the back of the meadow ran the mill
stream, this acts as the overflow for the locks. All the locks have some sort of 'by-pass' to allow
water to flow around the locks rather than over the top of the gates. This mill stream had fishing
rights granted to it which was owned by some friends of mine. I used to take them all up there in the
boat, and we would spend the day cleaning up the river. This meant clearing away, old logs, stones
and rubbish that had found its way into it. We had many a good day doing this, and having a break
in the pub in Roydon village.



The two photos above are of Hunsdon Mill Lock. This lock lies at the top of a long stretch of
open water from Roydon Lock, and as previously mentioned, went through fields on both sides. The
tow path can be seen in the photo on the right, it was on this side that the flower meadow was on,
and beyond the meadow, the river with fishing rights.

This  photo  on  the  left  is  of  some  of  the
fishermen I  took to clean up the river.  We would
spend all day working on the river, I would use my
boat  as  a  barge,  loading it  up with all  the  debris
pulled  out  of  the  water,  and  taking  it  to  a  place
where it could be put aside. In the photo can be seen
a pile of logs and branches, behind the four guys,
which  would  have  been  taken  out.  It  was  lovely
working out in the open countryside, as can be seen
from the photo of the workers'. Behind them is the
flower  meadow,  stretching  all  the  way  up  to
Hunsdon Mill Lock.

The two photos below are of Roydon Lock. The
one on the left is approaching the lock, from Brick Lock.
To  the  left  is  a
large  open  field,  a
favourite  place  to
moor  up  for  a
picnic.  The  other
photo is of the lock
itself,  looking
upstream  towards
Hunsdon. From the
lock, it was only a
short  walk  into
Roydon  Village.
Behind  the  lock
keepers  house  is  a
track that leads out
into a corner of the
village.  This track-
way  was  a  nice
walk  in  its  own
right,  again
through  fields  for
about  half  a  mile.



Apart  from the  pub,  where  we  had  some
refreshments, the village was a very pretty
one. It had a 15th century cottage situated in
front of the church, also quite old, seen here

on the right. Travelling downstream from Roydon is Roydon Mill, above left. This lies just off the
river, on the mill stream. When I was travelling along this part it had a shop providing goods for a
caravan and camping park, on the far side of the mill. The black and white photo shows the mill
from under the bridge that serves the mill and park. Checking on the internet, it seems it is now a
very commercial place. The main river was
behind the boat, which led on to Brick Lock.

This  lock  is  pictured  here,  on  the
right.  It  had  a  quaint  18th century  lock
keepers  cottage,  at  the  time it  was  empty,
but as you can see from the photo below, off

of the web, it has been refurbished. It was situated in
the middle of  nowhere with fields  all  around.  From
here on downstream was my regular spot to travel, or
to moor up and walk around taking photographs.

Lower  Lock,  the  next  one  downstream,  was
another that was in the middle of nowhere, but plenty

to keep me around the place. The photo on
the  right  is  of  Lower  Lock  being
approached from the Feilde's Weir side. On
the left of the photo, by the trees is the back
water where I spent a lot of time. A very
isolated area that I could take the boat up,
albeit  very  carefully  as  it  was  shallow in
places. With my late friend, Lou, we spent
a  lot  of  time  on  this  back  water  taking
photographs. There was always something
to photograph, we would tie up a good way
along, then explore around.



This  photo  shows  the  back  water,  I
would normally tie up on the right hand bank
and explore the large field that can be seen
through the trees. There was a some sort of
quarry on the far side that was still operating.
I  remember  Lou  and  I  taking  photos  of  a
dredging crane lowering a large bucket into
the water of the quarry, it made a huge splash
every time the bucket was dropped into it. I
presume that they were pulling out gravel, as
along the Lee Valley there are many gravel
pits. The photo below shows the entrance to

the back water, while the one above shows it near to a
sharp  bend  where  it  gets  very  narrow  and  shallow.
Most of the time I would be the only boat down there,
but occasionally someone else would try it, I only ever
came across one other boat exploring this back water. I
did explore as far as I could along this backwater, until
the boat touched bottom. It was here that I managed to
photograph a water vole, munching on some reeds.

Down at  the  bend  was  a  stream which  came
from  the  other  side  of  Lower  Lock,  the  overflow
system. At one time there were cottages on this patch of
ground  as  remains  could  be  seen  amongst  the
undergrowth. At the top end of the stream, where the
water flowed over a sluice from the main river, were a
line of apple and pear trees. As this place could only be
accessed  from  the  back  water,  it  was  like  a  secret
garden.  In  the  autumn I  would  go  along and collect
bags of fruit. There were some big blackberry bushes
too. These were on the other side of the stream, and had

to be got from the main river. I'd have to go
through Lower Lock and tie up just beyond
the bend, next to the sluice. As you needed
a boat to get them, I had them all to myself.
The photo on the left is a view of the lock
looking upstream. As you can see, it  was
way out in the countryside, the yellow in
the distance is  a  field of  wheat.  The tow
path is on the right hand side of the lock
and  followed  round.  In  the  centre  of  the
photo  can  just  be  made  out  a  small
footbridge.  This  was  another  sluice  gate

which fed water into a stream which meandered through a wooded area. I did explore down into this
place,  but it  was very overgrown. The barge in the photo was used,  but I don't know who by.
Sometimes it would disappear for weeks at a time, then reappear tied up either where it is, or on the
other side. The photo on the next page is one I took of the footbridge over the sluice, looking back



at the lock.  As you can see, it's  a pretty area,
which is why I spent so much time there. On the
Feilde's Weir side of Lower Lock, as there is at
each lock, is a landing stage. If the lock is full,
you have to tie up to empty the lock to travel
upstream. Sometimes I would tie up on the end
of this, then go for a walk . Other times, I would
go through the lock and tie up near the landing
stage  on  that  side.  From  there  I  would  walk
along  to  Brick  Lock,  taking  photographs  as  I
went,  often  with  Lou,  it  was  so  quiet  and
peaceful  there,  we  would  spend  hours
wandering around. I was usually the only boat
out on the water, but as you can see from the
photo below, on the odd occasion,  other boats
ventured out. In this shot there are five of us in
the  lock,  the
most boats I had
ever  seen on the
river. I believe it
was  a  bank
holiday weekend,
once  through,  I
tied  up  on  the
other  side  to  let
them all carry on

and leave me in peace, I wasn't used to having so many other boats
about.

And so, on the downstream side of Lower lock, there are no
other locks for me to go through on the way back to my mooring,
which ends my little sojourn along the rivers' Lee and Stort. I took
many friends and relations out on the boat, all enjoying their time
out on the water. Some found it so relaxing that when we got back to the marina they felt worn out
despite not having done anything. One friend got so relaxed on arriving back that he missed his step
getting off the boat, and got a wet foot! Others enjoyed the picnicking, spreading out a cloth in a
field, away from everyone and everything, feasting on the goodies we brought with us, as well as a
bottle or two, and laying back in the long grass.

On one occasion, I took the boat out late one afternoon, and went up through Roydon Lock
to stay overnight in a little spot where I had stopped before. Having got there and made a cup of tea,
I changed my mind, and decided to return home. By then it was dark which made an interesting
journey back to the marina, but having had the boat on the sea, it was fitted with navigation lights,
as  well  as a spotlight,  not  that  I  needed it.  It's  amazing what  you can see once your  eyes  get
accustomed to the dark. Everyone in the marina had keys to open the gate, so there was no problem
getting out.

There are so many enjoyable stories I could tell, like when I took Mum's dog, Scamp, with
me. Once, the river where my boat was moored, was covered in thick, green duck weed. He looked
over the side of the boat and thought it was grass so decided to go and explore. The look on his face
as I pulled him out was one to be seen!


